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Abstract 

Plunge milling is the fastest way to mill away large volumes of metal in the axial direction. The 
residual volume (inaccessible volume by the plungers) is minimized when selecting a specific direction of 
filling. This direction is known as the optimal inclination angle for filling of the plunged area. 

This paper proposes a new algorithm to calculate the optimal inclination angle of filling and to 
fill the plunged area with multi-plungers sizes. The proposed algorithm uses the geometry of the 2D area 
of the shape that being cutting to estimate the optimal inclination angle of filling. It is found that, the 
optimal inclination angle for filling of the plunged area is the same direction as the longer width of the 
equivalent convex polygon of the boundary contour. 

The results of the tested examples show that, the residual volume is minimized when comparing 
the proposed algorithm with the previous method. 
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1.   Introduction 
Plunge (axial) milling is the same action as drilling, but using a center cutting end mill instead 

of a drill bit, Fig. 1. The cutting process is a very secure and productive way to remove large volumes of 

metal with long tools. Moreover, the cutting forces are aligned with the cutter/spindle axis and are smaller 

than typical side forces generated during end milling. Plunge milling offers a way to mill deep pockets 

productively without the need for high speed machining. An older machining center may be slow, but as 

long as the machine is fairly rigid, it can potentially achieve a high metal removal rate by roughing out 

material in a series of overlapping plunges with a long tool. These plunges are straight Z-axis moves into 

the work, similar to drilling moves. Certain milling cutters are designed to be effective at cutting by this 

way. These cutters are known as plungers and classified into two types, side and center plungers [1], Fig. 

2. In the center plunger, one of the cutting edges on the end of the plunger extends across the center of the 

plunger so that there is a cutting edge for the full diameter of the end of plunger, Fig. 2-a. Side plunger or 

non–center cutting plungers have cutting edges on the end, but they do not extend to the center. These 

plungers will cut on the end and can be used for slotting and surfacing, Fig. 2-b. 
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Fig. 1. Plunge-milling cutting process 

In both these types' plungers, the tool plunges axially into the workpiece. Plunge depth is either 

to Z (bottom) level or to the selected surface(s). The tool retracts to the Z (top) level and moves to the 

clear Z level. It then moves to the next XY position at side step "S" (Fig. 1) and/or forward step "ae" (as 

shown in Fig. 1) predefined values. 

The tool ends the cycle by plunging repeatedly in an overlapping pattern until the entire part is 

roughed. The plunging area boundary is defined either by the previous stock contour or by user-defined 

contour(s). 

 
                                                             (a)                                                                  (b) 

Fig. 2. Plunge-milling cutters. (a) Center plunger, (b) Side plunger 

Most of the current developing trends in the plunge milling are found in the commercial 

CAD/CAM softwares [2-4]. These commercial softwares use only one cutting tool to plunge the cutting 

area. The using of only one cutting tool to plunge the cutting area is a time consuming, and maximizes the 

inaccessible residual volume. El-Midany et al. [5] present a new method called "Ocfill" for optimizing the 

selection of multi-plungers sizes and toolpoint path. The Ocfill method is used to fill 2D area with a 

number of overlapped circles with multi-diameters. The 2D area is expressed as a plunged area and the 

circles are known as the plunged holes. Although Ocfill method enhanced the filling of plunged area, the 

direction of inclination angle of filling is always selected to be constant and parallel to zero direction. 

The objective of the present research is to use the characteristics of the geometry to estimate the 

optimal direction of filling. A new algorithm is proposed to calculate this optimal direction and generates 

plunge-milling toolpoint path according to this direction. 



2.   Proposed Algorithm to Calculate Optimal Inclination Angle of Filling 
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The proposed algorithm to calculate optimal inclination angle of filling consists of two steps, 

ucting of the equivalent convex polygon of the boundary contour and (2) calculate the direction 

of the longer width of the equivalent convex polygon.  

From many applications workpieces, it is fo

t convex polygon is used to locate the maximum area of the overlapped circles (plunged holes); 

i.e. the area scanned by plungers are maximized. And, the residual volume (inaccessible volume by the 

plungers) is minimized. So, this direction ensures the optimal direction of filling of plunge-milling. 

2.1 Construct the Equivalent Convex Polygon of the Boundary Contour 

A planar polygon is convex, if it contains all the line segments

6]. Moreover, no side extended cuts any other side or vertex. The convex polygon can be cut by 

a line in at most two points, Fig. 3. 

 
                     (a)                                                             (b) 

Fig. 3. Convex and Concave Polygons. (a) Convex polygon, (b) Concave poly

e boundary polygon of the plunged area is a convex polygon, it will be use

optimal inclination angle of filling. The boundary polygon may be a concave polygon; in this 

case, the equivalent convex polygon of the boundary polygon must be generated, Fig. 4. 

             

Fig. 4. Equivalent convex polygon. (a) Concave boundary polygon, (b) Equivalent co

To construct the equivalent convex polygon of the concave boundary polygon, the followin

eeded, Fig. 5: 

1- Change the direction



2- Re-sort boundary polygon and inner island entities according to its angles in ascending order.  

Construct a planner polygon from the sorted3-  entities. 

olygon whatever the complexity of boundary 
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(c) 

Fig. 5. Construction of equivalent convex polygon. (a) Concave polygon, (b) CCW boundary and CW island with entity angle 
(unsorted angles), (d) Construction of equivalent ex polygon from sorted (based on e ity angle) entities. 

ristics of the width. 

However

4- The generated planner polygon is always convex and known as an equivalent convex polygon. 

5- The equivalent convex polygon will be a closed p

polygon and containing islands, if the boundary polygon was closed. 

conv nt

2.2 Calculate the direction of the longer width of the equivalent convex polygon 

The width of a convex polygon at a specific direction is defined as the maximum distance 

between parallel lines of support, Fig. 6. This definition already hints at the characte

, a convex polygon admits parallel lines of support in any direction, and for each direction, the 

width is (usually) different. Fortunately, not every direction needs to be checked. From the characteristics 

of the convex polygon, the longer width in a specific direction occurs for the parallel line that will not 

intersect the convex polygon, Fig. 6-a. 
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Fig. 6. Width of convex polygon. (a) Construct support and parallel lines, 

An algorithm ough the antipodal 

pairs list of the polygon, determine the vertex-edge pairs, and compute the longer width and its direction 

from that

hat pass through polygon edges, Fig. 6-a. 
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 to calculate width of convex polygon can be used to go thr

. The algorithm would be:  

1- Select an edge and define it as the support. 

2- Make the parallel lines of support t

3- Compute the widths (distances between the

distance between support and parallel line that will not intersect the polygo

and its direction. 

Select another edge, repeat steps 1-3, and compute the new width in that direction, compare to old 

maximum width, 

5- Output the maximum width and its direction. 

The direction of the maximum width

toolpoint path. 



3.   Construct the Toolpoint Path of Plunge-milling 
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Fig. 7. Proposed method ivalent convex polygon 
with optimal direction, (b) d) 3rd step of splitting 

enclosed square 

ethod to fill the plunged area is proposed. This method uses the conc

8-9]. A quadtree is a two dimensions concept similar to the octree method [10] to approximate 

the plunged area with a group of squares (quadrants) of different sizes. Theses quadrants constructs 

according to the optimal direction of filling that calculated from the previous section. Figure 7 shows the 

procedure of filling that start with making the enclosed square parallel to the optimal direction. This 

square is divided into four quadrants (squares) and these quadrants are checked with the boundary contour. 

There are three cases for this check, (1) the quadrant found inside the boundary contour (full quadrant), 

(2) the quadrant found outside the boundary contour (empty quadrant), and (3) the quadrant intersects the 

boundary contour (partial quadrant), Fig. 7-c. 

The full quadrants are prepared to construct

rant intersects the boundary contour, this full quadrant changes to partial quadrant, otherwise, the 

enclosed circle adds to the toolpoint path. The empty quadrants are removed and not used for any later 

check. The partial quadrant is split into four quadrant and checked with the boundary contour and the 

procedure goes on until the desired resolution. 
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Fig. 7. Proposed method to fill the plunged a nued). (e) 4th step of splitting enclosed square, 
(f) Plunge-milling toolpoint path with the desired resolutions (Three plungers) 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of proposed and previous methods. (a)
Volume: 10433.6470), (b) Previous method (Angle of fi ng =0.0˚, Accessible Volume: 10219.0871). 
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5.   Applications 
Many applications' examples ess, quickness and the stability of the 

proposed
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Fig. 9. Comparison of proposed and previous methods. (a) Proposed method (A

Accessible Volume: 29893.6671). 

are used to verify robustn

 method to fill the plunged area. Figure 10 shows two applications' examples, the first one has an 

optimal inclination angle= 122.767˚ and the second application example has an optimal inclination angle 

of filling =112.021˚. 

            

Fig. 10. Application Examples. (a) Angle of filling =122.767˚, (b) Angle of filling =112.021
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6.   Conclusion 
The paper presented a new alg optimal direction for filling of plunge-

milling based on the geometry of the plun was found that, parallel to the direction 

of longer
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